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Motivational Story about Weight loss surgery the pros and cons 7 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD:

Audiobook, SPOKEN WORD: Instructional Details: As a Gastric bypass patient losing over 300 pounds

with the often-misunderstood life saving procedure, William Elijah spent his entire life on the diet treadmill.

Losing and regaining 100 pounds at least three times in his 39 years. William made the decision to have

open Roux-en- Y surgery in June of 2003. William understanding the risk and knowing the lifestyle

change that had to occur took to the process with all the energy and vigor of a man being released from a

prison life sentence. Knowing from where his blessing come from William has dedicated his new view on

life to helping potential and post op patients get a clear understanding of what WLS (weight lose surgery)

could mean for the patient and their families livesonly if they take it seriously and follow the steps to

success, but more than thathelping them understand that their sub conscience and self image governs

their actions. And that no matter how much weight you lose, you still need to confront other issues that

made you obese. Also William crosses the bridge from Gastric bypass to Cosmetic surgery as he was a

recipient of a free total body contouring extreme makeover to remove many pounds of lose skin left after

losing over 300 pounds. Shared from a laypersons view of psychology giving in a practical, truth inspired,

funny, heart felt tone. His story will inspire and motivate anyone who comes in contact with it. Book Big

Will to speak at your event today. Elijah Motivational Highland Park Mi, 48203 313-999-1408

notbill2@aol.com bigwill39@tmail.com bigwillonline.com Disclaimer :William Big Will Elijah is not a doctor

in any field nor does he endorse having Gastric Bypass Surgery. What qualifies him to talk about this is

that he is a gastric bypass post op of 2 years or more with a weight lost of 300 pounds or more. His only

wish is to help build the self-image of people considering this or who have had this surgery in its many
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forms. Building a foundation of information and motivation to anyone that is considering this risky surgery

in its many formsplease consult with an accredited Doctor, Psychologist and surgical center first before

taking on this heady life altering lifestyle issue.)
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